Rethinking Material
Handling for Agriculture

The right equipment for handling the
challenges of agriculture.
Agricultural operations face some of the toughest challenges in material handling, including a non-stop
environment, demanding deadlines for livestock feeding, crop harvest, product delivery, and more. Tight
spaces and variable terrain add further complexity to moving different types of material. With the right
machine for the right job, you can load more, move it faster, place it anywhere — and save money.
Of course you know about the big field machines. You also know they’re not the right fit for many important jobs.
That’s where Wacker Neuson material handling equipment delivers value for the agriculture market.
Versatility: Whether you’re stacking hay bales, pushing feed materials, or loading your harvest, our complete
portfolio of machines can handle it.
Efficiency: Getting the turning radius, reach, power and fuel efficiency you need means selecting the right machine.
We’ll help you choose the model that gives you more capability at a lower operating cost.
Return on Investment: Our machines and complementary attachments are engineered to do more, do it better
and last longer.
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Our people understand the needs of agriculture.

Material handling for agriculture covers a broad range of applications that demand
specific experience and understanding. Because we have people in the field talking
to end users all the time, we understand the demands put on your machines and
their operators. In addition, many of our dealers focus exclusively on equipment for
agriculture applications. That means your Wacker Neuson dealer can give you years
of expertise and solutions tailored to your needs, including:
•	 Personal consulting: Our Product Solution Specialists will work with you
to select the machine and the options for your unique application and
working environment.
•	Warranty, financing and leasing: Ask about our customized programs
designed to best meet your machine usage.
•	 C ustomized training: Even highly experienced equipment operators
can benefit from the deep knowledge base of the expert trainers at the 		
Wacker Neuson Technical Academy.
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Load it. Whatever the application.
Whatever the season.
In the field or in the barn. Whether you’re loading produce, feed or fertilizer, Wacker Neuson skid steers,
compact track loaders and wheel loaders are ready. These machines have the power and maneuverability to
manage every loading task – in varied terrain and confined spaces – reliably and efficiently.

Built to haul more: Eight counterweights increase your lift
capacity by adding 380 pounds to the rear of the machine.

Operator comfort and visibility: Ergonomically
designed cab helps reduce operator fatigue and
increases productivity during the long harvest with wide
entryways, flat floors, ample leg room and an integrated
HVAC system. Cab-forward design with curved front
glass gives the operator a better view.
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Severe-duty tires: Get speed, agility and durability with
tires designed to withstand the toughest conditions.

Maneuverability: ISO pattern pilot-controlled joysticks offer
smooth response and maximum control.

Reaching higher.
Loading made easier.
With an 11'2" bucket hinge height
and vertical lift, you get more reach
at full height, ideal for dumping
and loading containers with high
sides. That means loading hoppers
or crates and using pallet forks is
easier and more efficient.

11' 2"
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Move it. With more power, control and versatility.
Speed, performance and maneuverability make a huge difference when you’re moving crops, feed and hay bales.
Wacker Neuson articulated wheel loaders and all wheel steer loaders deliver, giving you the tight turning radius
and stability you need, depending on your application. A variety of model sizes are available.

Power and durability: Heavy-duty planetary axles provide
high torque, while the rugged cast metal counterweight
improves lift capacity and protects the rear of the machine.

Wacker Neuson and the EPA’s Clean Air Act.
At Wacker Neuson, we have always made it a priority to design and build equipment with the customer
as well as the environment in mind. That’s why all Wacker Neuson material handling equipment is built
in compliance with the EPA’s Clean Air Act and the stringent Tier 4 Final requirements for off-road
diesel engines. To meet these goals, we employ a variety of solutions depending on the type of
machine, engine horsepower and its intended use. To meet Tier 4 Final requirements, our equipment
incorporates exhaust after-treatment systems such as Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF), Particulate Matter
Catalyst (PMC) and Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC).
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Get in (and out) of tight spaces:
Compact design with 48-inch width
is ideal for maneuvering in barns and
around livestock areas.

Articulation and
oscillation:
Articulated pendulum
joint gives you incredible
maneuverability on both
smooth and uneven terrain.

All-wheel steer
maneuverability:
The rigid frame and
steerable axles allow the
machine’s center of gravity
to remain fixed during a turn,
maintaining stability and
rated operating capacity
during a full turn.
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Place it. Right where it needs to be.
With the right attachment.
Stacking hay, loading hoppers, moving the heaviest pallets or crates: Wacker Neuson’s telescopic wheel
loaders give you the range, agility and lift power for the jobs at hand. Whether you prefer the stability of an all
wheel steer loader or the maneuverability of an articulated wheel loader, these models give you the ability to
reach new heights in productivity with the standard universal attachment plate.

Telescopic boom: 15' 4" of extended reach for stacking
and dumping, supported three steering modes for excellent
maneuverability under any conditions.
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360-degree visibility: The window and cab design, plus
a high central operator seat position means there are no
blind spots — no matter what position the bucket is in.

Handles rough terrain easily: With its long
wheelbase, the 8085T offers smooth driving
and easy handling even across rough terrain.

Any attachment.
Every machine.
Real versatility comes from
smarter design. With the Universal
Attachment Plate, you can pair the
right tool with the right machine
every time — even if you purchased
the attachment from someone
else. And your Wacker Neuson
dealer can help you select the
right attachments for your specific
application, including larger
buckets, bale grabbers, and other
specialized tools.
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A full line of compact equipment for
agriculture applications.
The best return on your investment starts with having the right machine for the right job. Your Wacker Neuson dealer
is ready to evaluate your needs and ensure you get the capabilities, options and attachments that perfectly meet the
demands of your applications.

Skid Steer Loaders

Track Loaders

SW28

SW24

ST35

ST45

Articulated Wheel Loaders
WL32

WL34

WL38

WL60

Telescopic Wheel Loaders
WL60T

All-Wheel Steer Loaders
5055
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8085T

Telehandler
8085

TH522

More than equipment.
Products are only as good as the service, technical support and training behind them. Wacker Neuson and our network of
dealers provide everything you need to keep running at peak performance as seasons and tasks change.
Parts and Service
Everything you do is time-sensitive — you can’t afford to wait for parts or service. That’s why all Wacker Neuson parts are
available via our U.S. distribution center, and are typically shipped within 24 hours of your order. You can count on getting
the parts, service, maintenance and support you need, when you need them.
Technical Training and Support
Whether your team needs industry-focused operation tips, process training, advanced maintenance training or other skills,
the Wacker Neuson Technical Academy can create a customized training program. Classes are held at our production
facility in Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin, just minutes from Milwaukee. Or we can bring our experts to your operation for
specific training needs.

Ask your Wacker Neuson dealer about our warranty
and financing programs.
Two-year warranty: Wacker Neuson’s line of compact equipment features a factory standard 24-month/2,000-hour machine
warranty. Ask your dealer about our three-year extended service protection plan. Valid in the USA and Canada.
Flexible finance options: We offer financing and lease programs that help you get the most machine for your money.
• Low down payments
• Zero percent seasonal payment options
• Cash-back options
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We’re in the field.
Ready to help.

You know what it takes to succeed in agriculture. Long hours. Hard work.
The right tools. And people that share your dedication. At Wacker Neuson,
we offer products, services and solutions to meet your requirements and
specific material handling environment.

Why choose Wacker Neuson?
Equipment as tough as your application. We’re the material handling
specialists. Our machines are designed around your most demanding
challenges, and built to last in the most rigorous conditions.
Local, hands-on, expert advice. Our Product Solution Specialists
know the demands of the fertilizer business. We’ll visit your location
so you get the right equipment for your application.
Absolute quality. Wacker Neuson stands for reliability. Every part,
every machine, every attachment. This is solid equipment, built for
serious duty every day.
We do our best every day to ensure your success. Ask your
Wacker Neuson dealer. That’s all it takes.

www.wackerneuson.com
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